Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis: current perspectives
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Abstract: Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) remains a common and potentially severe musculoskeletal disorder. Although its etiology is largely unknown, ongoing research endeavors continue to improve our understanding of its potential origin and its natural history. Advances in understanding its true three-dimensional nature have sought to improve classification and management strategies. This review will attempt to highlight and give an overview of the current concepts in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis.
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Etiology

The current consensus on adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) maintains that it has a multifactorial etiology with genetic predisposing factors. Numerous theories continue to span a broad range of plausibilities in the etiopathogenesis of AIS. To date, the literature has focused on genetic links, metabolic and hormonal disturbances, growth asymmetry, central nervous system alterations, and mechanical and connective tissue abnormalities.

Multiple reports support the role of inheritance in the development of AIS. Population studies of index patients and their families have reported on an overall risk of inheritance. They suggest an 11% risk to first-degree relatives, 2.4% risk to second-degree relatives, and 1.4% to third-degree relations. A meta-analysis of different twin studies found a 73% concordance rate in monozygotic twins compared to 36% in dizygotic twins. A number of different gene loci linked to AIS have been revealed with advances in gene-analysis techniques. Miller suggested candidate regions on chromosomes 6, 9, 16, and 17, and more recently a genetic linkage of chromosome 18 was also found. A clear mode of inheritance of AIS has been confirmed, and reports on autosomal dominant, X-linked, and multifactorial inheritance patterns have all been reported.

More recently, the development of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have provided a more comprehensive picture on the possible genes involved in the potential etiology and pathogenesis of AIS. Candidate susceptible genes have been identified in GWAS of case-control cohorts in AIS. Ward et al used GWAS with 1.8 million genetic markers to compare 1,200 AIS patients with 1,500 controls. They refined their 202 markers down to 30 that were claimed to be most useful prognostic markers for curve progression. They calculated a “risk of progression” score from DNA analysis sampled from saliva, and although potentially promising, these findings require further
investigation, given the apparent genetic heterogeneity of the
disease. Although this type of analysis does not provide pure etiological evidence, the recognition of prognostic factors for
AIS progression would be very relevant in daily practice.

The development of a scoliotic deformity has been consis-
tently reported in pinealectomized chicken, suggesting melatonin deficiency as a possible cause. Others have noted mean blood melatonin concentrations to be significantly lower in animals with scoliosis compared to those without. A study involving 30 AIS patients with progressive scoliosis found a 35% decrease in melatonin throughout the night compared to controls.  

Despite these earlier studies suggesting that a defect in melatonin synthesis or metabolism might contribute to scoliosis, others have not been able to replicate these results. A pinealectomy model using nonhuman primates did not produce scoliosis, despite melatonin suppression. Melatonin-level measurements have been equally controversial, with most studies showing no abnormalities in melatonin levels in patients with AIS. In addition, no mutations have been identified in any of the known melatonin-related receptors in AIS patients.

Melatonin signaling has been shown to be impaired in osteoblasts of patients with AIS. This finding has led to the development and validation of a clinical blood test that may serve as a presymptomatic screening test to identify asymptomatic children at risk of developing scoliosis. This suggests that melatonin metabolism may be more important in curve progression in AIS rather than a primary etiological factor.

Calmodulin has also been previously implicated in the etiology of scoliosis. Increased levels in platelets have been shown to be associated with progression of AIS. Cohen et al suggested that platelet calmodulin levels may be a better predictor for curve progression after finding a 2.5- to 3-fold increase in the activity of calmodulin in platelets of patients with AIS. Lowe et al also showed a direct relationship between higher platelet calmodulin levels and curve progression.

Overall, there appear to be abnormalities in a number of hormones and signaling pathways; however, their precise roles in the pathogenesis of AIS remain inconclusive. There continue to be efforts in identifying yet other biological markers for the early prediction and prognostication of AIS.

Growth asymmetry has been put forward as an etiology of AIS. Roof originally described a vicious cycle of asymmetric loading from scoliosis, resulting in disproportionate rates of growth between the concave and convex sides of the spine (the Hueter–Volkmann principle). More recently, it has been suggested that the disproportionate growth occurs between the anterior and posterior vertebral columns. The relative anterior spinal overgrowth results in buckling of the spine, and causes the coronal curvature and the vertebral rotation. The thoracic hypokyphosis that frequently occurs in AIS is a factor supporting this theory. The inhibition of posterior growth may be tethered by muscle, ligament, or the spinal cord. The effects of these biomechanical factors may contribute to the progression and/or the pathogenesis of the spinal deformity, and alone are not considered primary etiological factors.

A number of previous experimental studies have highlighted abnormalities of the central nervous system that can produce scoliosis. Pinealectomy or destruction of the brain stem or hypothalamus, damage to the dorsal column of the spinal cord, and experimentally induced syringomyelia have all resulted in scoliosis. Syringomyelia associated with a Chiari malformation has a substantially high prevalence in AIS. In addition, the higher incidence of scoliosis in patients with Friedreich’s ataxia, tethered cord, and myelomeningocele suggests that central nervous system abnormalities are contributing factors. Asymptomatic spinal cord tethering, as noted on magnetic resonance imaging, has been postulated as a cause of AIS. Also, abnormalities in vestibular function, postural control, and proprioception function have all been found in patients with AIS. Whether these findings are primary contributors in spinal curve development or are secondary to the spinal deformity remains unknown.

Altered electromyographic activity of the paraspinal muscles, biomechanical disk alterations, ligament laxity, and osteoporosis have all been reported as factors associated with AIS. To date, in spite of all the continued research efforts, no single causative factor of AIS has been conclusively established. Differentiating an observation as being a primary etiological factor or secondary to the spinal deformity remains a challenge.

Currently, AIS is considered a complex genetic disorder with an unclear pattern of inheritance and a significant degree of heterogeneity. It is influenced by multiple extrinsic factors that can broadly be divided into predisposing, initiating, and contributing to its pathogenesis.

Natural history and prognostic testing
Epidemiological studies on scoliosis are cross-sectional and generally focus on adolescents, hence these studies only define the prevalence of scoliosis for this age group.
Approximately 2%-3% of adolescents have idiopathic scoliosis defined as a Cobb angle of greater than 10°. Curves of this magnitude have an equal prevalence in both boys and girls. The prevalence of curves greater than 30° decreases to 0.2%, and for curves greater than 40° it is less than 0.1%. The ratio of girls to boys, however, increases dramatically as the curves get bigger, with approximately a 10:1 ratio for curves greater than 30°. In general, less than 10% of positively screened children will require treatment.35,36

The progression of scoliosis is related primarily to skeletal maturity, curve magnitude, curve location, and sex. Assessment of skeletal maturation landmarks remains Tanner stage, menarche, Risser grade, lateral humeral condylar closure, and triradiate-cartilage closure. Challenges with these traditional markers are that they do not correlate exactly with the peak height velocity and occur either before (triradiate closure) or after (Risser 1, menarche) the onset of peak height velocity, and hence maximum curve progression of the scoliosis. More recently, Sanders et al37 introduced a simplified Tanner–Whitehouse III skeletal maturity assessment that more closely correlated with the onset of peak height velocity compared to the earlier indicators. Those at greatest risk of progression remain the young, skeletally immature female with a large curve.38

The most frequently noted long-term sequelae of untreated AIS are curve progression, back pain, cardiopulmonary compromise, and psychosocial concerns. Curves less than 30° at skeletal maturity tend not to progress. Thoracic curves of 50°–75° are felt to continue to progress approximately 0.75°–1° per year. Lumbar curves greater than 30° tend to progress, and more so if a significant rotational abnormality exists.39 Reports of back pain in patients with untreated AIS are variable. Ascani et al40 noted the frequency of back pain in adults with AIS to be similar to that of the general population, while others showed that chronic pain was more frequent and of greater intensity and duration in scoliotics than in the general population.41,42 Although it is now well recognized that mortality rates for individuals with AIS are comparable with those of the general population, curve magnitude has been found to be negatively correlated with pulmonary function. Larger curves with a thoracic apex have been associated with reduced vital capacity and more frequent shortness of breath, but rarely severe cardiopulmonary compromise.43,44–47 Despite these findings, a pulmonary function deficit did not always lead to a functional deficit in daily activities.48

The risk of progression in AIS remains the primary clinical concern. To date, previous population-based studies have given at best a general guideline for those patients at greatest risk for progression. Identification of specific prognostic factors that may predict the risk of progression in individual patients and curve types has been the focus in recent years by some groups.16,49,50 An attempt at identifying genetic and biological prognostic markers, either through DNA analysis sampled from saliva or functional blood testing, may provide an individual risk assessment of curve progression. This could potentially reduce repetitive radiation exposure, unnecessary brace treatments, and cost of care related to follow-up, particularly in low-risk patients. This area of research still requires clinical validation.

**Classification**

Classification systems ideally are a means to assess a clinical entity, guide treatment, and allow comparison of different treatment methods to optimize care. Based on the principle of selective fusion, King et al51 subdivided basic curve types to help facilitate the selection of the areas to be fused in AIS. Their description of the five curve types has remained the principal means of classifying thoracic AIS curves since the early 1980s. More recently, Lenke et al,52 noting some of the limitations of the King classification system, introduced a two-dimensional treatment-based system, which has been noted by several authors to be more reliable and reproducible than the King et al classification system.53–55

Lenke’s new classification system consists of six curve types, a lumbar spine modifier, and a sagittal thoracic modifier (Figure 1). This triad system expanded the simple five-curve King classification to yield 42 possible curve patterns. Despite its goal of being comprehensive, authors have reported on some of the limitations of the Lenke system.56 The lumbar modifier has been challenged by Miyani et al,56 noting that the A and B modifiers in Lenke 1 curves did not describe two distinct curve types within the Lenke 1 group, but rather the tilt direction of the L4 vertebrae was more useful in distinguishing two truly different curve patterns within the Lenke 1A classification (Figure 2). Also, the classification system does not include any clinical information, such as shoulder-height differences, trunk balance, or degree of skeletal immaturity. These important parameters can affect treatment decisions.

Currently, the evaluation and potential classification of AIS using three-dimensional terminology and techniques is being developed. The Scoliosis Research Society has formulated a three-dimensional classification committee for this purpose. A new method, the da Vinci representation, was...
recently reported for describing top-down representation of the major curves onto a transverse axis. Each of the three regions of the spine—the proximal thoracic, main thoracic, and thoracolumbar/lumbar—are represented by a plane of maximal deformity representing the alterations in their three-dimensional alignment. This da Vinci representation, however, has yet to be validated as useful in clinical practice.

Management

Bracing

Management of AIS involves observation, bracing, or surgical intervention. Despite bracing being advocated for skeletally immature patients (Risser 0–2) with curves between 25° and 45°, its effectiveness has been challenged by numerous authors. Previous studies focusing on brace treatment for AIS lack uniformity in inclusion criteria for bracing, compliance measures, surgical indications, and defining a common metric for success or failure of orthotic treatment. Richards et al attempted to establish consistent parameters for bracing studies so that valid and reliable comparisons could be made.

The most recent systematic reviews on the efficacy of bracing found methodologically poor-quality studies with low levels of evidence that were inconsistent or inconclusive in recommending bracing over observation for AIS. Dolan and Weinstein’s evidence-based review critically analyzed the literature to determine a pooled estimate of the prevalence of surgery after observation and after brace treatment in AIS. The review included a total of 18 studies.
all graded level III or IV. The authors concluded that the pooled surgical rate was 23% after bracing compared to 22% after observation alone, suggesting that according to previous published data, there was no clear advantage of recommending bracing over observation to prevent surgery for AIS.64 Although a recent observational study68 noted a favorable dose–response relationship for compliance with brace wear, the authors used a surrogate outcome of curve progression of greater than 6°. Whether patients with a 6° progression develop curves into a surgical range remains unclear.

Noting the limitations of the available literature regarding brace treatment in the setting of AIS, a prospective multicenter randomized controlled trial was initiated within North America: the Bracing in Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis Trial (BRAIST).69 This study, although attempting ultimately to randomize all patients into either a bracing arm or observation arm, was able to do so in 116 patients, and followed 126 patients in a preference cohort. The primary aim of the study was to determine the effectiveness of bracing in preventing curve progression to 50° or more (a common indication for surgery) compared to observation. The trial concluded a 72% success rate after bracing compared to 48% after observation, and also noted a significant positive association between average hours of daily brace wear and the likelihood of treatment success. The BRAIST study found that bracing significantly reduces the progression of high-risk curves to the threshold for surgery; however, selecting patients at high risk for progression remains a challenge. The importance of identifying those at high risk may help in narrowing the current rather broad indications for bracing, so that unnecessary treatment for patients may be avoided.69

Surgical treatment

To date, surgical options and goals of surgery in AIS patients continue to be the same. In general, for skeletally immature patients in whom the curve reaches 40°–50° or skeletally mature patients with curves greater than 50°, surgery is indicated. These remain guidelines rather than absolute indications for surgery, and one should also consider clinical deformity, risk for progression, skeletal maturity, and curve pattern when deciding between operative and nonoperative treatment.

Open posterior instrumentation and fusion, open anterior instrumentation and fusion, and thoracoscopic techniques remain the gold standard in achieving a solid arthrodesis, obtaining a balanced three-dimensional correction of the spine, and limiting the extent of the fusion. With advances in modern posterior instrumentation systems, the use of pedicle screws in AIS deformities has now become routine. Pedicle screws have a number of reported advantages in AIS, including better deformity correction, less loss of correction, and decrease in number of levels being fused,70–72 and more importantly, the use of pedicle screws has reopened the debate of anterior versus posterior surgery in AIS.

The primary debate between anterior and posterior surgery for AIS is centered around concerns of crankshaft73 for the very young patient, the distal extent of the fusion, the ability to restore and maintain the sagittal plane, and when faced with severe, rigid deformities. Thoracoscopic techniques have reported more favorable postoperative lung function compared to open anterior thoracotomies74–76, however, perioperative morbidity with single-lung ventilation should not be overlooked.77,78 In addition, anterior thoracoscopic instrumented fusions rely on a single anterior rod, with most surgeons favoring a postoperative bracing protocol due to reports of significant pseudarthrosis rates in some studies.77–79

The crankshaft phenomenon has been historically reported with earlier Harrington, Cotrel-Dubousset, and Luque posterior systems. The risk of crankshaft with modern posterior pedicle-screw instrumentation has been increasingly challenged in recent years.80 Both clinical and animal studies found no occurrence of crankshaft in subjects once considered high risk (Risser 0, open triradiate cartilage) when segmental pedicle-screw constructs were used.81–85 Therefore, anterior surgery for the prevention of crankshaft has now become increasingly limited at most centers.

Previously thoracolumbar/lumbar (Lenke 5) curves treated anteriorly showed the advantage of saving an average of 1.2–3.5 levels compared to posterior constructs.86 Shufflebarger et al recently challenged anterior surgery in the setting of Lenke 5 curves, reporting an average 80% correction and normal lumbar lordosis with posterior pedicle-screw constructs and Ponte releases.87 This study has now popularized posterior surgery for Lenke 5 curves, which historically were routinely treated by an anterior approach (Figure 3).

In a subsequent comparative study, Geck et al88 noted better curve correction, less loss of correction over time, and shorter hospital stay compared to an anterior approach for these curves. The extent of the arthrodesis, however, was not reported in the aforementioned studies. Others have also shown favorable operative times and length of hospital stay in patients treated with a posterior approach for Lenke 5 curves; however, all of these studies report that anterior surgery...
resulted in shorter fusions, despite the use of pedicle-screw constructs in their posterior groups.89–92

Anterior release for large, stiff curves has generally been considered for curves 75° or larger with decreased curve flexibility (≥50° on side-bending films).93 Others have suggested an anterior release for curves of 60°, 70°, or 100°, regardless of flexibility.94 The literature to date has only roughly estimated the improvement offered by an anterior release, with very limited data assessing the results after an anterior release in AIS. Reports of “little effect” on flexibility, 39%–54% improvement of spinal flexibility, and a mean 6% flexibility change or 5.5° improvement in the Cobb angle have all been reported.95–97 In more recent years, however, proponents of posterior pedicle-screw constructs have challenged the role of anterior release in the setting of large, stiff curves. Suk et al98 reported an average 65% correction of curves ≥70° treated with posterior pedicle screws and no anterior release. Subsequent comparative studies of anterior release and posterior instrumentation with only posterior pedicle-screw constructs showed equivalent coronal plane correction in both groups, suggesting that anterior release for large, stiff curves is not warranted when a posterior pedicle-screw construct is used.99–101 It is worth noting that these studies were retrospective reviews, the comparative arm of anterior release with posterior instrumentation utilized hybrid/hook constructs, and not all used pedicle-screw instrumentation. Literature comparing anterior release with posterior pedicle-screw constructs and posterior pedicle-screw constructs alone in the setting of large, stiff curves is lacking. Although the indication criteria for an anterior release when faced with large, stiff curves remains to be determined with current advances in posterior methods, certainly anterior procedures in this setting have been on the decline in most centers (Figure 4).

One of the primary advantages of anterior spinal instrumentation and fusion has been its ability to restore thoracic kyphosis in AIS. Historical data has supported this concept over posterior-only constructs.86,103–105 The most recent prospective multicenter comparison of posterior instrumentation and fusion, open anterior instrumentation and fusion, and posterior-anterior X-ray demonstrating surgical stabilization by posterior approach and Ponte releases.
orthocoscopic anterior spinal fusion found that the posterior spinal fusion group had more significant loss of thoracic kyphosis and lumbar lordosis compared to the anterior groups, thus reinforcing the kyphogenic advantage of anterior surgery over posterior procedures in AIS. The posterior approach to AIS has evolved to the routine use of thoracic pedicle screws. In addition to the previously noted advantages, other correction maneuvers now offered by screw–rod constructs specifically aimed at improving the axial plane deformity have also been recently described. Lee et al. popularized direct vertebral apical derotation, which allows for greater reduction in rib prominence than other posterior techniques, and has obviated the use of routine thoracoplasty in AIS surgery. Samdani et al. recently showed, however, that direct vertebral apical derotation with thoracoplasty further improves rib-hump deformity, and therefore thoracoplasty should still be considered in certain patients.

In addition to posterior-system advances, more aggressive posterior surgical techniques have also gained popularity in recent years. The widespread use of either a Ponte release or posterior osteotomies with bilateral facet removal has been postulated to provide a more complete correction of the deformity in all three planes. Although data supporting these suggestions are lacking, some authors have noted in their small retrospective series that no significant improvement in coronal or sagittal plane correction was gained with the use of Ponte releases compared to routine facetectomies.

Surgery for AIS has always been met with guarded enthusiasm, as deformity correction is obtained at the expense of an arthrodesis. Certainly, long-term concerns of spinal fusion have been postulated, specifically with respect to loss of motion and implications on adjacent segments either proximal or distal to the arthrodesis. Previous studies have stressed the importance of fusing as few lumbar segments as possible; however, the real significance of this remains controversial and has been more of a debate on where the fusion ends. Fusions above L3 do not appear to have a significant impact on disk health and/or degeneration. More recently, Marks et al. reported on postoperative motion at a minimum 2-year follow-up on patients treated surgically for AIS. The authors did not find any significant difference in postoperative motion in forward flexion between fusions ending at different levels in the lumbar spine. They did, however, find a significant difference in lateral bending depending on the distal extent of the fusion. The study noted a significantly greater degree of motion in lateral bending at the distal unfused segments, with a more distal instrumented level. They postulated that this increase in motion in the unfused segmental levels as a function of the lowest instrumented vertebrae (ie, more motion in lateral bending with a more distal fusion) may be cause for concerns of subsequent disk degeneration.

**Future trends**

With improvements and advances in instrumentation technologies, a trend toward minimally invasive surgery (MIS) approaches has been considered by some in the surgical treatment of AIS. The rationale for MIS in the setting of AIS is to try and minimize the approach-related morbidity inherent in the current available surgical options. A recent prospective comparison of posterior MIS to standard open posterior techniques in the setting of AIS found near-equivalent coronal and sagittal curve correction between the two techniques. Advantages of MIS over open posterior procedures were a significant lower average blood loss and a decreased length of hospital stay. Certainly, longer-term follow-up studies are needed to demonstrate the true clinical benefits of MIS in the setting of adolescent deformity.

Although spinal arthrodesis remains the gold standard in the management of progressive AIS, concerns about the long-term effects of spinal fusion and decreased spinal mobility have led to the development of growth-modulation techniques that may allow correction of the deformity without fusion. Vertebral body stapling and anterior spinal tethering are currently being investigated as potential fusionless treatment methods to manage progressive curves. The goal of these treatments is to control the patient’s remaining spinal growth to achieve curve correction by exploiting the Hueter–Volkmann principle. The convex growth plates are compressed under tension, inhibiting their growth, while the concave growth plates continue to grow, hence straightening the spine. These methods are currently in limited clinical use, and data regarding the effectiveness and longer-term risk of these techniques remain outstanding.

**Conclusion**

AIS is a three-dimensional deformity of the spine. Although it remains the center of tremendous research efforts, many fundamental questions regarding this complex condition continue to challenge investigators. Efforts at understanding its etiopathogenesis, risk of progression, ideal classification schemes, and treatments are ongoing, with advances in recent years providing new insights into our current knowledge of this multifaceted disorder.
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